The Yale-Harvard athletic games will be held May 26th.

The regular league pitching distance has been adopted this year by nearly all the college teams.

Oxford defeated Cambridge in the annual boat race. This is the twenty-eighth won by Oxford since 1843. Cambridge has won twenty-two.

Cornell is to have a Student's Tribunal, which will correspond in general character to the college Senate at Amherst. Its main object is to eradicate the frauds practised in examinations.

The annual match game of basket ball between the Freshmen and Sophomores of Smith College took place March 17th, the Sophomores winning by a close score after a spirited game.

The next Harvard-Yale debate will be on the question: "Resolved, that the members of the president's cabinet should have a seat in the House of Representatives." Harvard will take the negative.

Professor Norton has placed at the disposal of the Harvard Crimson, some fragments of Lowell's lectures, at Harvard, which The Crimson will publish as supplements to each weekly number for some weeks.

The management of the Amherst Musical Association is making arrangements for the Glee, Banjo and Mandolin clubs to take a trip through England this summer. No college has ever sent its glee and banjo clubs abroad, and the results will be watched with interest by all colleges.

The gorgeous Latin posters of Terence's "Phormio" were in such demand as souvenirs that they were constantly taken off the bill-board by the students. In view of the great demand for these the thrifty managers have been turning an honest penny by selling them to the students.

The corporation of Harvard university has applied to the United States government to detail an officer to give instruction in the theory and history of military tactics and science at Harvard. The government has accepted, but no man has as yet been definitely decided upon. This action of the corporation does not mean that a system of military drill is to be instituted there. It is simply in line with other efforts to improve and increase the usefulness of the scientific school.

The recent disagreement between the Amherst senate and the faculty has ended in the resignation of the senate in a body. At a mass meeting of the students this action was advised as the only consistent step which could be taken without sacrificing the dignity, and the original and underlying purpose of the senate. The students have, throughout the whole discussion, acted with becoming dignity, and their final action has met with the approval of all friends of Amherst and the Amherst system.

The statement, which has been going the rounds of the college press, and which appeared in a recent Tech about the course in military instruction at Yale, has been shown to be entirely unfounded. Instead of a certificate equivalent to a diploma at West Point, the three men receiving the highest honors in this course have their names printed in the official War Department Register, as do the three highest men in this department of all schools where military instruction is provided under the direction of an officer detailed from the army.